NetBackup SaaS Protection
Google Workspace Data Backup
Google Workspace backup that scales to
deliver reliable protection.
The biggest threats to your data in Google Workspace are ransomware and accidental
—or malicious—deletion by users. Veritas NetBackup™ SaaS Protection provides the
resiliency and certainty of knowing you can recover from all data loss scenarios.

Veritas Has Your Google Workspace Covered
Protect the full range of data stored across Google Workspace, including Gmail
inboxes and all data stored in Google Drives—Docs, Sheets, and other formats.
NetBackup SaaS Protection delivers Google Workspace backup as a service (BaaS)
with Google API integration running in the cloud region(s) of your choice, giving you security and data residency control without the need
to manage it yourself.

Protect and Recover from Data Loss with Ease
Scale across regions and domains, back up continuously, and deliver the performance that ensures your backup never falls behind.

Reliable Backup
Seamless integration with the Google Workspace APIs easily maintains a synthetic full backup of your data. Perform bulk backup of
entire Google Workspace data stores.

Back Up Your Metadata, too
In addition to backing up mailboxes and files, NetBackup SaaS Protection also captures—and can restore—important metadata,
including labels and permissions.

Instant, Flexible Recovery
Restore data at granular and bulk levels to the original or alternate locations. Use recovery to restore inboxes—including all folders,
labels, and attachments—and shared Google Drive collections. For Google Drive, NetBackup SaaS Protection offers full support for
Google Docs, Sheets, Slides, Drawings, and Scripts.

Full Control
You set your backup policies and permissions as well as the hosting cloud region, giving you full data residency control and making
compliance with data sovereignty regulations simple. Rapidly export search results in the event of a legal discovery request or
compliance audit.

Enterprise Security
Get secure storage for your backup data residing in a
dedicated, SOC 2‒compliant instance of the Veritas
Enterprise Data Management Platform using end-to-end
encryption, multifactor authentication, and enhanced,
granular, role-based access control (RBAC).

Enterprise Scalability
Google Workspace environments can grow to be very
large, so you need a data protection solution that scales
with your organization. NetBackup SaaS Protection
backup storage can grow as large as needed and easily
scales to multiple petabytes and billions of objects.

Sleep Better at Night Knowing
• Your data is being protected by a backup you own
• You have unlimited retention and full access to your backup
• Your data is encrypted in transit and at rest, and only you can access it
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About Veritas
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 80,000 customers—
including 87 percent of the Fortune Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify
data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates the protection and
orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical
applications, and provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data
regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a deployment model to fit any need, Veritas
Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud
platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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